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To reach peace, teach peace – a quote coming from a prominent pope. For Mahatma 

Gandhi, he said that to attain the real peace is to begin with the children. These speech marks can 
really cross one’s thoughts. But, how can each individual achieve it? 
 

Peace is the mother of progress, without peace nation cannot make any progress. So 
peace is ever desirable.. A nation without peace can never build a well- developed territory. In 
this generation we can scrutinize that there are many criminal occurrences In  the world such as 
murder, kidnapping, hostage taking etc. and these occurrences are caused by poverty. We may 
notice it in news. Almost the reports are not always good. It helps everybody to realize that we 
have to do something for us to leave in peaceful world and to make the world a better place. To 
achieve peace we have to start it in ourselves and in our home, we have to discipline, behave 
well and love ourselves. and also respect every human beings because everyone of us believe 
that if we respect others, Others also will respect you back. We everybody should develop 
maturity in our behavior for us to attain peaceful and avoid such as harsh speech, insulting words, 
harmful act that can cause quarrels and conflicts.  
 

Another important way of bringing harmony in the world is through educating the people. 
If everybody is educated enough, conflicts could be lesser and everybody could easily 
understands every situations and finds ways to solve the problems. While the others who has 
negative thoughts always direct to the wrong path and more arguments could happen. Thus the 
educated people can definitely contribute to the world peace. 
  

It is necessary to have a world peace especially nowadays. I do believe that each one of 
us yearns for peace. It must start within ourselves and then spread the joy of peace to others 
especially to the people who has the power to advocate peace internationally. We cannot achieve 
peace if there is no unity, Peace is the course of action of progress and prosperity compassion 
and justice globally. Let’s be united, make peace and not war. 
 
 


